Weekly COVID-19 Updates from the U's Employee Appreciation Week! This update is to inform you about a variety of topics related to COVID-19, including updates on testing, classes, and the university's response to the pandemic. You can watch the update here: [Week 5](https://vimeo.com/409420093).

The university is on track to return to full operations after电路短路 as the university hosts the vice presidential debate on campus. You can view the recording of the webinar here.

The University of Utah launched the first phase of the U Launches Asymptomatic Testing Program. The asymptomatic testing program is crucial in our efforts to contain COVID-19 on campus and protect our community. Student Affairs heroes show up during these times. They offer powerful winds, witness the response, earthquake with aftershocks, and raced the power of a windstorm. Student Affairs heroes show up during these times. They offer powerful winds, witness the response, earthquake with aftershocks, and racing the power of a windstorm. Student Affairs heroes show up during these times. They offer powerful winds, witness the response, earthquake with aftershocks, and racing the power of a windstorm.

You can find out more about the political debate here and follow the university on Instagram or Twitter.

With the close of the U's Employee Appreciation Week today, we want to recognize these heroes who are the fabric of our community. The university will continue to monitor and provide updates as needed.